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Air China
Our SPEED® AIR CHINA strengths:
Simple: There is no need to worry
about customs declaration,
commodity inspection and other
complicated customs declaration
procedures The goods will be
delivered to our warehouse, and we
will follow up the whole process.

Product Description

 Airfreight Scheduled Consolidations to EUROPE
 Scheduled shipments for EUROPE
 Export/Import /Re-export customs clearing agent/Broker
 Perishable Imports/Clearance/Delivery handling including the entire

municipality/health clearance ( FIRS )
 Sea/Air & Multimodal Handling
 Dangerous Goods Handling including the UN Packing & obtaining Civil Aviation

Approvals for Carriage
 Outsized and Other Special nature shipment handling
 Complete Handling/clearance at Dubai World Central (DWC) for shipments

originating from Jebel Ali Free Zone (JAFZA)
 Handling Transport for general Cargo, Special & Perishables
 Handling of Vehicles/Automobiles
 Exhibition Shipment’s handling including the re-export & re-entry
 Repacking & Packing Services
 Air Charter services
 AIR CHINA
 Every single member from our higher effectiveness product sales staff values

customers' requires and organization communication for Professional Air China
Warehouse Shipping, should you have any query or wish to place an initial buy be sure to
don't wait to call us.
Professional SPEED® Air China, It using the world's leading system for reliable operation,
a low failure rate, it suitable for Argentina customers choice. Our company is situated
within the national civilized cities, the traffic is very convenient, unique geographical and
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economic conditions. We pursue a people-oriented, meticulous manufacturing, brainstorm,
build brilliant" business philosophy. Strict quality management, perfect service, reasonable
price in Argentina is our stand on the premise of competition. If necessary, welcome to
contact us by our website or phone consultation, we will be happy to serve you.
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